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After completing this unit, you must be able to: • Describe the touch procedure. • Set the RPM for touch. • Describe the filling and polishing. • Describe advanced operation. Touching Tapping is the process of cutting a wire inside a hole so that a screw cap or screw can thread into the hole. It is also used to make thread on nuts. Touching can be done on the
lathe through power supply or by hand. Regardless of the method, the hole must be drilled with the appropriate size of the drilling valve and chamfered at the end. Achieving best practice procedures using Touch Guides Touch Guides are an integral part of making a touch usable and straight. When using lathe or mill, the faucet is already straight and
centered. When manually aligning a touch, be careful, as a 90° touch guide is much more accurate than the human eye. Using oil When drilling and tapping, it is crucial to use oil. It keeps bits from guiting, makes cut smoother, cleans chips, and keeps drill and stock from overheating. Nibbling helps ensure that bits do not overheat and break when they use
them to drill or touch. The drill deck involves drilling the partway through the side, then retracting it to remove the chips, while allowing the piece to cool. Rotating the handle a full turn, then backing a half turn is a common practice. Whenever the bit or faucet is withdrawn, remove as many chips as possible and add oil to the surface between the drill or faucet
and the workpiece. Manual touch procedure 1. Select the drill size in the chart. When choosing a touch size, this chart is the first place to search for Hand Tapping Procedure 1. Select the drill size in the chart. When you choose a touch size, this chart is the first place to search. Tap &amp; Clearance Drill Dimensions 2. If necessary, add the sanding to the
hole before touching. Chamfers and contrasinkare additional features that are sometimes desired for screws. For best results, the axis speed should be between 150 and 250 rpm. 3. Get a touch guide. The hole is now ready to touch. To do this, use the taps and guide blocks near the manual mills. The guide blocks will have several holes for taps of different
sizes. Select the size of the faucet used and place it over the drilled hole. 4. Tap the block. Peck tap using the keys to the tap. Apply a light pressure while you rotate the key a full turn, then half an exit. Peck reaches the desired depth. 5. Complete the faucet. If the faucet does not go further or the desired depth has been release pressure on the faucet; it's
probably your ass out. Remove the faucet from the hole. Applying any higher pressure is likely to break the faucet. The smaller the faucet, the more likely it is to break. Figure 1. Tap The touch procedure for the lathe procedure: 1. Mount the workpiece in the chuck. 2. Make and drilling center. 3. Select the appropriate touch drill for the faucet to be used. 4.
Example: 1/4 – 20 unc used # 7 drill. 5. Set the lathe at the appropriate speed and drill with the faucet to the required depth. Use plenty Liquid. 6. Note: the workpiece will rotate when you touch using lathe power. Use a very slow axis speed. (40 to 60 rpm) and lots of cutting liquid. 7. Chamfer the edge of the hole. Depositing in a lathe A workpiece should be
completed in a lathe only to remove a small amount of stock, to remove burns or round sharp corners. The workpiece should always be converted to about 0.002 to 0.003 inches of size, if the surface is to be deposited. Hold the file handle in your left hand to avoid injury when laying on the lathe so that your arms and hands can be held away from the rotating
chuck. Procedure: 1. Set the axis speed to about twice that used for rotation. 2. Mount the workpiece in the chuck, lubricate and adjust the dead center in the workpiece. 3. Move the trolley as far as possible to the right and remove the car pole (if necessary) 4. Cut the lead screw and the power rod. 5. Select the right file to use. 6. Turn on the lathe. 7. Grab
the file handle in your left hand and support the file point with your right finger. 8. Apply the light pressure and push the file forward to its entire length. Release the pressure on the return stake. 9. Move the file about half the file width for each stroke and continue filing, using 30 to 40 times per minute until the surface is finished. Figure 2. Submission When
depositing in a lathe, the following safety measures must be observed. • Roll up the sleeves. • Do not use a file without a properly mounted handle. • Remove clocks and rings. • Do not apply too much pressure to the file. • Clean the file frequently with a file brush. Rub a little chalk in the file's teeth to prevent clogging and make cleaning easier. Polishing in a
lathe After the workpiece has been filed, the finish can be improved by polishing with abrasive cloth. Procedure: 1. Select collect type and degree of abrasive cloth, for the desired finish, use a piece about 6 to 8 inches long and 1 inch wide. 2. Set the lathe to run at high speed (about 800-1000 rpm). 3. Uncouple the power rod and lead screw. 4. Lubricate and
adjust the dead center. 5. Turn on the lathe. 6. Hold the abrasive cloth on the workpiece. 7. With your right hand, firmly press the blade on the work, holding the other end of the abrasive cloth tightly with your left hand. 8. Move the blade slowly back and forth along the workpiece. Figure 3. Polishing When polishing on the lathe, the following safety must be
observed: 1. Roll up the sleeves. 2. Tuck in any loose clothing For normal finishes, use 80 to 100 gravel abrasive cloth. For better finishes, use a abrasive with fine gravel. Advanced Workholding Some parts may be irregular, using specialized tools to properly hold them before they are processed. 1. The piece may not be placed in a collar or chuck when the
entire outer diameter of the stock is cut. 2. Pieces with holes through it should be pressed on a lathe shaft (a conical shaft) and then caught on the shaft rather than the part itself. 3. If the hole is too large, using a lathe shaft lathe I can't stand the piece enough. Instead, use the outer jaws to understand the inner diameter of the piece. 4. You may need to
attach it to a facial plate that will continue to be installed on the shaft. STRUNG WORKHOLDING: The following table provides a quick comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of the various means of keeping the workpiece on a lathe: Fast, high precision, high repeatability, well handles, unlikely to mar the workpiece, grip spread over a wide surface.
Expensive mandrines and necklines. Handles limited lengths. The workpiece must be round and must fit almost exactly to the size of the collar. 3-Jaw Chuck with soft jaws For larger pieces, 3 jaw chucks withsoftjawsare norm in the CNC world. 3-Jaw Self-Centering Chuck with common hard jaws, cheap, simple. Low accuracy, low repeatability if you remove
the workpiece and you need to put it back. It can be time consuming to individually adjust the jaws, but it will lead to high accuracy. Maybe holding offset parts for turning cameras or eccentrics. May hold irregular shapes and square or rectangular stock. 6-Jaw Self-Centering Chuck Best for thin wall work or to grab the finished edges of the workpiece.
Obviously good for hex stock. Great for irregular shapes. Involves clamps as a milling configuration. He may need counterweights to keep things balanced. Great accuracy, allows a hand to be put back between centers with very high repeatability. The modern alternative to rotating between centers. Instead of using lathe dogs, which are kind of a nuisance to
configure, the constant front system uses hydraulic or other force to grab and drive the end of the shaft. These works from the inside out rather than the outside, but are different than much collets. The method describes the specific technique or tools to be used. Accuracy describes how accurate the workpiece will be held or how close to the concentric will
work with the shaft before taking any cuts. Repeatability describes how easy it is to remove the workpiece and then recover it accurately. UNITED TEST 1. What drill size to be used for 1/2 -20 faucet? 2. What is the purpose of chamfer? 3. What is the best RPM for achieving? 4. What shaft speed do we set for deposition? 5. What is the purpose of polishing?
6. What is the best abrasive cloth for normal finishes? 7. What type of work is best for three-jawed chucks? 8. What are the special characteristics of the three-jaw edmin? 9. Explain different between three chuck jaws and 4-chuck jaws. 10. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a chuck collect? What is a touch guide? A touch guide helps you start
the straight threaded holes. A guide Touch accurately guides the hand wires hit on the inside of a hole to accept a screw or machine screw. If you turn on each right hole, it will help prevent the faucet from breaking and increase the life of the faucet. The faucet guide (also known as a touch block or touch jig) can also be used to restore an internal wire that
has been damaged or to cut a new, larger wire in severe deterioration or detachment. Touch guides from Big Gator Tools, called V-TapGuides®, are available in 2 sizes: Standard or Metric. Guides have a lifetime warranty and are 100% made in the US. All patented V-TapGuides feature a 90° V-groove design that goes through the entire guide. This V-
groove is located at the bottom of the faucet guide and ensures perpendicular alignment to the round and cornered material. This is how the term V-TapGuide came into play because of innovative V-groove design. Thanks to this design, V-TapGuides has won 2 Innovation Awards: 2015 Professional Tool Innovation Award and 2013 Professional Tool &amp;
Equipment Innovation Award. use a touch guide: place the tap guide on the work surface with the V-groove side placed on the surface. Insert the guide valve into the pre-drilled hole and turn it clockwise. The tap will then be aligned perpendicularly using the guide as the base; this will ensure a straight hole and accurately hit. Every few turns, turn the faucet
counterclockwise to empty the chips. Be sure to use a good quality touch fluid as a lubricant while touching. It is beneficial to touch the hand, because the resistance of the faucet can be felt and that feel helps prevent the tap breaking. Tap straight – every time! Tip: Make sure the pre-drilled hole matches the size of the faucet you need. Use a tap &amp; drill
chart. Guides are made of hardened alloy steel throughout the entire guide. Holes are smooth, unlike drilled or reamed holes. Time and money will be saved by reaching a hole with holes perfectly aligned. The dimensions of the holes are permanently incorporated on the guide to allow quick and explanatory achievement. It is used on wooden, plastic or metal
surfaces. Debris and re-works are almost completely removed when using standard ® V-TapGuide. The faucet guide works excellently on round sides, sloping edges and flat surfaces. Specifications - Standard V-TapGuide® Part #: STD500NP the tap guide holes are sized for ANSI Standard Ground Hand Taps. Standard V-TapGuide® has 9 holes: 5/8, 1/2,
7/16, 3/8, 5/16, 1/4, #10, #8, #6. These 9 holes can accommodate 32 different standard sizes of ground faucet: 0-80, 1/64, 1-72, 2-56, 2-64, 3-48, 3-56, 4-36, 4-40, 4-48, 5-40, 5-44, 6-32, 6-36, 6-40, 8-32, 8-36, 8-40, 10-24, 10-32, 1/4-20, 1/4-28, 5/16-18, 5/16-24, 3/8-16, 3/8-24, 7/16-14, 7/16-20, 1/2-13, 1/2-20, 5/8-11, 5/8-18. (The guide does not cover
faucet sizes 0-80 to 5/8, except #12 and 9/16. 0-80 to #6 sizes have the same rod size so that only one hole size is required.) Shop: Standard V-TapGuide - Part #: STD500NP Specifications - Metric V-TapGuide® Part #: MTG500NP the guide holes are sized for ANSI Standard Ground Thread Metric Taps. V-TapGuide metric® (9 holes) handles the
dimensions of the faucet: 1,6, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16mm. Store: Metric V-TapGuide - Part #: MTG500NP These tap guide are 100% American made and will last for future generations; we support this idea by a lifetime guarantee. For more information or to shop in our store, use the links below: Info: www.biggatortools.com Shop: Standard V-
TapGuide® Shop: Other Dimensions Enjoy the touch guide! - Big Gator Tools Precision Tools for Professional Results Results
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